
                     when your delicate body lies
 naked beneath the winter moon,
           a vision in diaphanous blue marble swathed
                      in unmelted snow
 

                  in the still black of your mouth
                 the universe
                         

    moist beneath another naked
   bulb
 
             droplet dreams of you
     coalesce like
                home
 
           in the elastic
tan of my navel
 
 
             mixing with
                the warm liquid
       expression of my
              longing

i'll find you
 
lightning thrown on its
opposite



morning
 
 
-dew-
 
on your little hooked
hairs
 
 
tastes like sunshine

 

   "There are tapestries here, Abelone. I am imagining that you are with me; there are 
six tapestries; come, let's walk slowly among them. ... Look, there is always that oval, 
blue island, floating on the subdued red background, which is covered with flowers and 
inhabited by little animals busy with their own affairs. Only there, on the last tapestry, 
the island rises a little, as if it has grown lighter. It always has one figure on it, a woman, 
in various costumes, but always the same one. Sometimes there is a small form beside 
her, a handmaid, and the heraldic animals are always there, large, also on the island, 
also involved in the action. On the left a lion, and on the right, pure white, the unicorn; 
they are carrying the same pennants, which show high above them: three silver moons, 
rising, in a blue band on a red field. ...
   "She is weaving a garland, a small, round floral crown. ... Behind her on a bench, 
unused, stands a basket full of roses, which a monkey has discovered. But this time she 
needs  carnations.  The  lion  no  longer  participating;  but  on  the  right  the  unicorn 
understands.
   "Shouldn't music come into this silence? Isn't it already secretly there? Gravely and 
silently adorned, she has walked (how slowly--do you see?) to the portable organ and is 
standing there, playing it,  separated by the row of pipes from the handmaid, who is 
working the bellows on the other side. She has never been so beautiful. ... The lion, in a 
bad mood, endures the sounds unwillingly, holding back a howl behind clenched teeth. 
But the unicorn is beautiful, as if floating on waves. ...
   "What has happened? Why is the little  rabbit  running,  down there,  why can you 
immediately see that it's running? Everything is so restrained. The lion has nothing to 
do. She herself is holding the pennant. Or is she clinging to it? With her other hand she 
has grasped the unicorn's horn. Is this mourning? Can mourning stand up so straight, 
can a mourning-dress be so mute as this velvet, green-black and faded in some places?
   "But here is still another festival; no one is invited to it. Expectation plays no role in it. 
Everything is here. Everything forever. The lion looks around almost manacingly: no one 
is allowed to come. We have never seen her tired; is she tired? Or has she only sat 
down because she is holding something heavy? A monstrance, you might think. But she 
bends her other arm toward the unicorn, and the animal rears up, flattered, and rises 
and leans onto her lap. What she is holding is a mirror. Do you see: she is showing the 
unicorn its image--."



I'm a hurrying fountain
             for you

 
    a music of
             changes
                    along the
 
        dots connecting
                 the
              featureless
                                line
 
     descent
         are we there
 
     yet
 
       did
someone say metro
                            north -
 
 
                   no.
 
 
 
        it was
                  just
                        like
                     that 
   
 
       drunk stupid
 
 
 
        spiraling
            potential meets
 
  each end
 
 
              a life cradles
                               Death
 
         no
             circles
      ever



 
             only the
 
  changes -
 
               a beautiful chaos
 
 
 
     always
            in my harbor
 
        You:
 
           yolky egg
      hanging there
                    grey beneath
            flat
              salty waters -
 
 
       flesh-soul that
     builds all body
                     of loves
 
        twining naked
                                     skyward
 
 
 

  grain of sand
                   planted
 
         in your earthy
      hollow
 
 
          mother and
 
      pearl of my
                    sin



cover me

 
in your salty yellow
          piss
 
           you golden wonder

      so many bodies
  here mostly
           tan and
     you want to imagine 
   naked; slightly
                   fat
 
       all missing
   your
         devious
           perfection  



one day, you'll turn around and i'll be showing you my penis.

tossing
 
 
stinky egg
salad
 
in
your deli
 
with my fist
 
 
here comes
the mayo
 

 
I tried

just
thinking about your waxy
pink
drain
 
but kept thinking of my
dead friend, too
 
 
they got twisted



       You are that little frosted
                         mt. fuji
     framed
in the tsunami-gush of my lust,
 
the hole in me
the shape and size of
                               You

you've blessed me with the greatest patience I've ever endured. If, in a several more 
months' time, you should depart me forever without my having so much as tasted you, 
then I will be the image of a pure and perfect grieving.
 

Cruel amaryllis,
my sad fountain awaits its hurrying...

turquoise spandex. gold leafing. 14 karat diamonds.
aqua net. shattered mirror. dolly parton. Ding dongs.
Dom Perignon. red nail polish. a light dusting of very
expensive cocaine. and it should smell like Comme Des
Garcons "2," but I'm out...
It looks like a party, more or less.
 
And there you have it.



  I lay a   queen
      bed
 
                  in
        rose petals
 
    for your    tony
                        tush



I like "nasty" as a critical term. As in something that outright violates the grasp (of 
fantasy) yet simultaneously (and surprisingly) instigates a new fascination -- no, beyond 

that, more intense: something new I'd like to maybe fuck. The opposite of "gross." 
Grasp (economical, owning) relinquishes, in the spasm of momentary revulsion, into 
beholding: an adventurous form of encounter created in the release of desire to forge 

new pathways of amorous connection, conduits of real affection.

You
 have as much sex

             appeal
   as Ram
           this week -
 
 
   I topple you in the Lake
                 Ontario
              snow
 
               (love the fur)



i want to fill your baby-smooth belly with what it wants -- please list:

a zebra print rug.
trimspa pills.

expensive champagne.
cosmetics.

graffiti print Tom's shoes
The catalogue from David Wojnorowicz's "Rimbaud in NY"

there's a razor blade in my brownie, 
fragile and delicate as sleeping on broken glass

you really
make me believe in such a thing as anarchy after death. I'm no 
voyeur, either: I long for touching and tasting with eyes shut. To behold 
you in the wide-open field that springs like a universe from the first 
unfathomable meeting, the knowing unknowing of the 
relation, the comforting hospitality of the embrace within the abstract 
purity of a brand new adventure -- diaphanous veils caressing the new form 
into ecstatic movements, the urgent and utter desire of a newborn idea to 
unfurl and give light.



The golden-yellow chrysanthemums in my kitchen, which for 3 weeks beamed with the 
tan vigor of your face, are wilting. I'll throw them out tomorrow, and we'll start over.

my love

is sneaky -- it's thin and slick and dark
        as oil and gets
     under your studio door,
   for instance,
 
              and into wherever you are, in fact.
 
Here it comes now:
 
 
LOVE



My wishbones are breaking in two places
 
                she/loves me/not

Suck my tongue into your anus

   the mystery of your smile
           your little hands
      rocking in my dreams   

 
 



 
O how flawless and fancy and flaming and faggy
 
and flitty and frosty and fickle and French -
 
ferocious and fearless and fabulously femme and fit as a fiddle and filthy and freaky -
 
frothy and frenzied and funny and fine
and feline and fussy and fustian and fuzzy
        per-fumy and festive and feisty and fast: a fugitive a felon a feathered festoon
 
feeble-wristed fauve, fandango fuck-fest
  



 
           and the
            charm
     of your
               anus,
        and the way
     of 'being-in-your-
                    ass'

      that the muscles of my mouth and
                                   tongue
          would like
               to
                express

 
 
 

 
 
 

        mouth and eyes
            my skin and my bone
                water for your strange fruit
 



Your little boy hands
       they intrigue me
 
   look: how they grip
  things that sticky way
 
 
    the reddish boob-clutch
but more confident, joyful -
pulling girls hair throwing
         dirt
 
     handfuls of denim backpack -
  hold on to the ancient
         rope-swing squatting
      on the fat knot
     and
        melting ice cream
                  sandwiches
 
 
            and how
       well how nice  

 they squeeze
            an orange
                 a cup of juice
                         latch
 
                    onto a
                   shoulder
 
              a
                  timid
                     cock

 
 



 
seamy vein through nature
    unearthly crossing of edie
sedgwick           'n
   natalie wood
 
     more celestial
 
            felty moonshine coming
off you drives me lupine a
       pressing camelia I
                     want to keep dry
                 and fragile in my
                   heart of moleskin
                        everlasting

 
 

there you are, looking mildly disappointed. 
and there they are, your little boy hands 
tugging trying to get inside something. and there is wedding day barbie 
waiting to be sullied. 

to say nothing of the setting -- those burgundy velour pants that don't quite match the 
rug; those creaky leather shoes tucked neat and tight against the metal rung of the 
barstool; that sleepy dog with really long nails; that stray paw; the dust on the step; that 
same wood paneling my parents have in their basement; that Schnucks bag.



my little sailboat out here
swaying in the news --
 
a cold-comfort, the
stony rocking ink
with gray sky
skin
 
 
an icy splash
my gold green
venus breaks
 
her love frosts me over
a sparkling shatter
my heart
blossoming
 
over the black water

 
 

freeze me with your killer eyes,
your designer breath
 
destroy me with your daggered clutch
 
 
all my warm juices i keep for you--
drain my leaf
its wintery end
 
 
 
let me love you,

 fill you
 
      with beauty
 
you'll get it
  all over there's so
      much of it
 
 
    pink
puddles
 
            everywhere

 



A brilliant  moon has been my quiet companion in the evenings, above the reaching 
brittle hopes of fine branches; I see you in it, I feel you closer to me when I stop to face 
it, a quarter-million miles through transparent space.

hearts of unborn children.



blue december
what were

     they,  lilacs
    that young summer
          we played

         their purple splendor -

  complex shadows drift
         liquid time over you

    molasses-like;
      when you slow it down it

builds, thick &
       heavy
   something real

       it's moving
        your curve

sliver of orb
       dawning in
  the wilderness
           of leafy innocence,
  tangy

         cucumber refreshment
       in your shady
   fold
          protected
     dark oasis

of sensitive
        knowledge -
my
     shoes drawn up tight
    frightened
      by the brushing
    grasses, fecund bushes
          their sway nearly silent,
         remembering:

          your touch
bow of hardening thigh

         the warm shores of your lips
   firm root
giving

its first milk
sweetly, contentedly
        onto my tongue
    at sundown

  your fragile blue eye
        whispering light's uncertain demise -

its dissolving somewhere over the gassy
      swamp             bullfrogs & crickets



black venus of the midnight moon

 tenderest button
  you
tantalizing tarantula!
        fuzzy abdomen eight
incredible limbs hundred eyes! you
    wish you could watch
              yourself with -
 
     I long for you to walk all
 over me, be in your death's-cradle
        as you clamp down hard
   with killer jaws
                                and
          suck the love
      brute-straight
                   from my quaking
                              heart

 
 



 
 

    you
             fruit
     raining hot nectar
 
    I'm wrapped in
        honey
 
      from a heavenly body so far -
     deigns to cloak me
            in its trembling
 
        mystery
    a muslin sheet
flapping
                 noiselessly
      the whole improbable
            way from my
        hardening nipple
               to
             your star-dusted
                       eternity

 
 
   

 
 

I'm so lean with
  wanting you -
 
     my unyielding lust

       a constant
salad

 
 
 



 
When I touch myself, I think of you.
 
When I think of you, I touch myself.

 
when my tongue's blending egg nog in your puckering purse and
my meat thumps your swelling love nugget, your itchy pearl
                                                           
                 will you still doubt my desire?

 



i'm a pillar of waiting
            turning to salt
 
       dowse me with your burning love
                                      lick me   wet me
          melt me down,
 
   shatter me
               streams sucked dry
          into the
                     sand
 
 

::I remember meeting you in a dark dream ... ::

::The necklace of wishes alive and breathing around your throat. ::
::In the blindness of that dark whose ::
::Brightness turned to sand salt-glazed in noon sun ::
::We could not know each other or know which part ::
::Belonged to the other, pelted in an electric storm of rain. ::
 
::Some day I'll claim to you how all used up ::
::I am because of you but in the meantime the ride ::
::Continues. ::
:: ::
:: ...The limes are duly sliced. ::

 

 
your lower lip hanging glossy
               in my mouth, a pink grapefruit wedge
          I nibble and suck
                  under the patient willows
                 late into the summer
 
                                     you
                           sheeny vision in glass and chrome - gleaming
                               '37 Packard stuck in my eye



   I swear I was sitting next to Shelly Winters.
 
 
 
 
Creme of the midnight moon
 
         fills
     the horn of Africa
 
 
              extravagant dessert, custard of the universe
        for the queen I adore -
 
                     kiss
  in the twilight of eternity
 
 
 
                                 you, can't stand,
          

 
 

how faraway
  

 
 



the exquisite moon
tonight-

hanging its head
heavy over the east.

higher higher
until
its yellow grieving
alit
into brilliant unperturbed
moonshine
alone way up, a
vision of happiness

I knew somehow it
was touching you, too
that inadvertent
softness, it's
completely
oblivious so
it has to be true
(you know how it is)

and I didn't
feel so sad,
my
exasperation yawned
ready to start
me over
in a day or
two



:: But the real story, the one

::They tell us we shall probably never know

:: Drifts back in bits and pieces

:: All of them, it turns out

:: Her smile lightens the ordeal

:: Of the last 500 pages

:: Though you never knew her last name

:: Only her first

your fine foliage
                covers my dreams--
                      moss
             spreading on a forgotten
         stone
                   deep
     in the dark forest of
                            night
 

I love your rivers and woods, your white and drifted snows, 
your grandmother's house.



january in the enchanted circle 

    roaming lost in 
your
        fragrant woods -

      some things are possible,
I cannot know which ones

         perhaps there is a broad
   cool stone where both us

       shall sit, rest, finally
     cover in our pale semen
or
     a silent 
 clearing ample to soak 

  in even the 
       impossible



dreamt I turned you into a hummingbird -
velvet-purple coronet, iridescent
Andean
royalty

I closed my eyes,
You
fluttered purring in the air
on your shiny
back

hanging under
my wet lips,

sweet little tongue
flossing its way
all the way down
drinking
endless nectar from my happy
trembling
heart --

no, really, it was an icy
road in PA
50-car pile-up, I'm
about to get slammed
between a semi
& volvo

my love is
a trojan heart
filled with dark, creamy
death

by chocolate.



You're in my sky

through
the bitter cold and the wind

the
steaming mountain
in the bright
blue --

I looked up and there
you were,
not frigid not
warm
but
round, still

creamy white
hole

a
pancake

a poem



god, the moon
so fucking brilliant
tonight --

your
cold fist
in my
colon

:: Alone with our madness and favorite flower
:: We see that there really is nothing left to write about.
:: Or rather, it is necessary to write about the same old things
:: In the same way, repeating the same things over and over
:: For love to continue and be gradually different.



Like ben gay on my eyeball

tonight, I rubbed eyes
blind with garlic and ginger

because I couldn't bear
to see the spring without
you in it

actually, it was an accident, but
when I couldn't see,
I saw you



moon river,

wandering the deep gorge,
along the rim of it

you above and
  below

  the shape
of a wide absence,

     outsides of an inside
     that is vastly empty

in which there is
         the feeling I could just

fall and fall,

becoming
    pure, infinite weight;

   where am I going
with this?  The gully-cup
       of your hands, curious

        hands, little bowl of
         your cool navel I

      coo into

and
the purplish dimensions

of your tucked-in

recesses
   that

  beckon me through a
  sweet fog

       and I
     wrap myself in

acceptance

     not knowing or seeing or
     caring,

just
       smelling the pure distance,
  lunging 

   at the
     rocks



just
   another average time

 in your blue velvet -
given to thirst and
         to listing precious things
     what has not one yet
         to offer into the richly

  pleated gulfs
       where sands

turn to pearls

    Mother -
       how sleeping

      you gave me
      the night

              petaled black
               and the fleshy wish
            one day (perhaps today?) to stand

       honorably
             nestled again in

      the abyss
   of
         you.



 you in the shadow, 
                    my dream
escaping in 
         long shallow traces 
          behind me
  
       I can feel you
                             wild 
           in the brush
         just 
  in back
   of dawn,
                   of which
     nothing now
                        remains,
        only
           the linger of
eternity, 
               a kind of scent
   that beguiles profoundly
    
                             but 
    evades all
           remembering --



                  In the clasp of
         fading darkness

      hangs the 
           ancient air of you
         like the last

           vapors of night
      wetting my breath

 
                        a
       kiss
              across

             the waking narrows
          between now
         and 
               forever

      among the
dry wilting of orchids late
                in October, 

        you enter my heart, a
  cool, sweet sadness



a stupid poem about (the end of) love.

———

no,
not basically

he said
   Fuck off.

———

the ruin-plane 

a tilted summer
rain washing down the 

          slant
          of street

hopeless

———



———

      Nefeli 

a
         phony ledge

          too high

jabbing me in the arm
ow – I'll 

write this on my 
knee

              and
we're in (for) 

            some awful beats

———

the wind?
          shuush,

 nothing

———



———

pricks of rain

the
curious hand

     water running off in
streams,

            rippling cuff

<ruff!>

———

no more 
       circling

  eddy;
 

the 
            ball bearings empty
              down the funnel 

   a steep stiff 
freedom

———



———

end-of-a-whorling-end

          here, at
the last knot

        now: jump      

———

        beads of water
  slide easily from the               

goose     

       into the clear flow 
     of everything 
that happened,  

         running over
the edge:

 a flat wet world            
    things 

            fall off
                         of              

———



———

to gray rainclouds add          
     these subtler darkenings: the

                                   moldering    
    shadows of memory,             
   receding from                        

riverine time into
depths of space, slipping 

out                                                   
under the beautiful                  

                       surface 
through cracks

          in the cobblestone  

———

the Bay is                     

rain 

                                  a         
               strange prism            

sweeter than Candy she
                   goes — 

                        rare and wonderful bird I
   held in my hands 

the universe fills-                 
in                           

the space it cultivates
      between us,



a 
                        vast unraked lawn, so

much random and puzzling stuff
                            in it —

 underneath roots dangle in
the open city, our lonely      

   midst                      

———

see, I'm stuck

weeks
         go by

   
help—    

    anyways, he came
back              

 rripped my heart in 2 he      
set me free               

I thought
                                   Okay

———



———

tires go on                
pressing

the street is wet

there's fire —

dym,          

smoky rain 

..

lightening gray
             trees get in on it

   and I,                          
          curled-up an 

                                aching lump                        

                sorry
subject of all this 

      living

                                                              

                        getting late       
 

———
                    



———

&       
blue coming
             in

dusk 

                  pales the memory       

already
fuchsia deeps have       

                              passed

to a                
   gentler mauve

things start 
         to move

again, inexorably

tumbleweeds                    
                 blowin' 

                             through evening hills

s/he              

  sinks into the
          sand

and I am a
stranded pool      

           
                          trickling     

      into the tide 
      as it fades from her                  

     bow of shore             
   

              an ocean



softly covers 
      the place we made

goodbye old
 country        

it wells up           
  vast blue-black

     silence

                                            and the sky
      

grows yellow—                   
   

a new 
                   arrangement has

   been rising all day,                
   

              in                              
the thick of things,

                    earning this fast- 
                                   advancing   

night:                              
                
             

      his pale curve                 
                          no longer scoops at

                                            the heavens but

      hangs distant,          
    wistful

 wound 'round     
                 itself                            

                  another world           
                  

its own ground and sky                 
             and darkness it 

subsides into    
 and with it, the                                  

murmured histrionics          
                       of       

                 its increasingly far-off
                                 days    



  
streetlights come            

  on

the day's pain    
breaks        

             into     

                                               distant barking

  ———

          this guy standing
            on top of a post

            next day, 
       sun's out —                

                             okay he's smiling         

———


